WELCOME TO THE GARDEN WASTE COLLECTION SERVICE

WE HOPE THAT YOU ENJOY MAKING THE MOST OF ALL THE BENEFITS THAT COME WITH THIS SERVICE INCLUDING:

— easy and fuss free fortnightly collections at your house

— a tidy way to store garden waste between collections

— a simple way to help the environment

Please remember to put your containers out by 7:30am on the day of collection.

Don’t know your collection day? Visit powys.gov.uk/binday

9 months of **fortnightly collections** from your normal collection point

Containers that are not presented by **7:30am** might not get emptied and we are not able to return for those that have been put out late

The bin lid must be completely closed and **no side waste will be collected**, i.e. no extra waste next to the bin or placed on the lid.

So our lorry can lift the bin please don’t put more than **45kg** in the smaller 120ltr bin or **90kg** in the bigger 240ltr bin.

If you need more than one bin call us on **01597 827 465** or visit **www.powys.gov.uk/gardenwaste**

Only organic garden waste is accepted, containers with any other waste inside will not be emptied.

Please see overleaf for more information about what can and can’t be collected.

For full terms and conditions please visit the Powys website or call us on **01597 827 465**
All your garden waste will be composted and used as a soil conditioner, helping to keep the local environment green.